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Reviewer's report:

I would suggest some minor revisions:
1. the term "Mallet movements" is unclear - it certainly relates to the arm movements represented in the modified Mallet scale.
2. the discussion includes repetitions on the described strategy. SHEAR and TT surgery have already been published by the author; I would like him to reference in the discussion some other surgical strategies, like Birch’s release surgery and Özkan’s contribution on prosupination: this would enhance the value of discussing other techniques with this novel and interesting approach.
3. as the author did rather static bone corrective procedures, he should clearly state where he improved passive and/or active ROM.
4. I appreciate the author’s strategy, but so far long term results for TT surgery is lacking (the range here was 10 to 28 months). This does not diminish the value of the paper, but should be clearly outlined.

The presented ARMS association is a good clinical observation and the surgical strategy presented is logical, intended to correct a bad posture. The author could comment on the improvement of active motion and add some comments on the strategies for MRC and SD presented within the last 10 years, where he presents one further - and logic- option.
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